FRENCH   POLITICAL  THOUGHT
by the true lay spirit, which is," reason as the creative rather
than the  critical faculty, wherein are found personality and
conscience."1
The democratic faith is therefore inspired not only by
Rousseau but also by Descartes; and, however strange the
combination may appear, the fact is that it made an over-
whelming appeal, carrying with it both emotion and reason,
heart and head—precisely what religion claimed to do. The
Catholic complaint that Le Ldicisme was not merely an attack
against the political claims of the Church but an attack against
religion itself was not without foundation, and it is noteworthy
that those champions of Laicisme who claimed that their
faith was not inconsistent with Christianity, as they saw it,
usually found their inspiration not so much in a non-Catholic
presentation of that faith given by orthodox Protestantism, as
in the distinctly nebulous theology of the Savoyard curate in
Rousseau's Smile.
2.  THE  GROWTH   OF  THE   REPUBLICAN   PARTY
Radical Democracy or Republicanism was scarcely existent
in 1815; or, at least, few dared express openly the belief
they might have in a form of government that was generally
associated with the nightmare of Terrorism. But it was not
possible to dwell on the principle of popular sovereignty without
realizing its logical Republican implications, and during the
next fifteen years Republican ideas spread rapidly, particularly
among young men. Propaganda had to be secret: no Press
could outwardly advocate so subversive a standpoint, and it is
therefore difficult to estimate correctly the strength of the
movement. There must have been Republican elements in
the numerous secret societies which flourished in the twenties,
often modelled on the Italian Carbonari, and which were
responsible for a series of abortive plots between 1820 and
1823 : but those societies were rather the expression of violent
discontent than of a clear political philosophy; restless half-
pay officers, Bonapartists, Babouvist communists, were mixed
1 Cahiers de la Quixzaine, iv.
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